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Urgent Breach of National Security Interest - Counterfeiting Unit
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Washington, DC 20220
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Big Lake, Alaska 99652
In Re: "Rainbow Currency"
It has come to our attention that foreign Principals and their instrumentalities
are again infringing upon the Good Name and Trademarks of our
unincorporated Federation of States doing business as The United States of
America, and that they have offered to release a series of currency notes

popularly known as "Rainbow Currency" because these pieces of paper
appear in a variety of rainbow colors.
Examples of the offending notes are
attached. https://annavonreitz.com/amero.pdf
These are private currency notes that are deliberately mislabeled and
deceitfully captioned "The United States of America" ---- which is our Proper
Name and Trademark ---- giving rise to the False Presumption that these
notes are being issued by or backed by our American Government, the States,
and the People of this country, which is not the case.
We remind the Crown, the United Nations Organization, and the Queen's
Government that they have no authority related to us allowing them to issue
credit or currency in our names. We also remind them -- and the Pope -- that
their regionalization scheme and this deceptive issuance of the "Amero"
under any other name, is an illegal, immoral, and unapproved infringement
against our nation and also against Mexico and Canada.
A closer inspection of these paper promises shows that they are being spun
off by a wannabe Regional Corporation calling itself "The United States of
North America".
This is a counterfeiting operation that must be shut down with prejudice. We
are counter-offering not to pay any debts for Mexico or Canada and for the
British Crown to pay its own debts for a change. Our objections are being
forwarded to all Principals that are directly involved in this latest
institutionalized constructive fraud scheme and the International Court of
Justice.
As everyone involved has Cause to Know, our Government has a currency,
which is our United States Silver Dollar and our gold coinage series which is
used for international purposes. And there are no other forms of money or
currency issued by The United States of America. Period.

There are no other endorsed and approved American currencies on the market
at this time.
We are not issuing any notes or certificates or monetized securities for
obvious reasons -- the widespread confusion, dishonesty, counterfeiting, and
criminal misrepresentation being promoted by various commercial
corporations has resulted in deadlock.
This so-called "rainbow currency" being issued in our names (examples
attached) and all charges against it are to be returned to the Pope and the
Queen and the Lord Mayor of London and to the United Nations Corporation
as charges against them, together with a 250% surcharge for the abuse of our
Good Name and Trademarks and as a tariff penalty for willful
misrepresentation and fraud.
Americans are warned not to accept these bills as any valid currency and to
return any such Funny Money to the United States Treasury together with an
international exchange bill for 3.5 times the face value of any of these notes
found in circulation addressed directly to the Secretary of the Treasury.
This is full and complete perfected Notice to the Secretary of the Treasury
and to the Department of the Treasury, the Principals, their Instrumentalities
and Agencies: Notice to Principals is Notice to Agents, Notice to Agents is
Notice to Principals.
Anna Maria Riezinger, Fiduciary
The United States of America
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